
 

 

 

 

 

What is it?  
An NXNS Attack can be used to create a massive DDoS attack. We already know about 

the NXDomain Attack (Mirai) which causes a DNS query flood through requests of 

random non existing sub domains, which will be answered with an NXDomain response.  

With an amplification factor of 1620x the NXNS Attack is on a way larger scale than 

the NXDomain Attack. It causes a massive spike in the victims DNS server and leads to 

a crash.  

The attack happens during the DNS delegation and makes DNS resolvers generate a 

massive number of queries to authoritative servers.  

 

How does it work?  
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The attacker wants to take down the victims DNS server. He owns the domain 

random.attack.com and sends the request to resolve his own domain name to a DNS 

Resolver. The Resolver then contacts the attackers own authoritative name server. 

The attackers authoritative name server responds with fake records like 

fake.victim.com. This leads to a record which does not contain any IP address. 

Therefore, the Resolver must connect to the victims’ authoritative name server for 

victim.com to search for the fake records on all subdomains as well as on victim.com. 

As the records are fake the server will reply with an error message.  

One simple request leads to quite an amount of data exchange between Resolver and 

the victims authoritative name server. If this happens multiple times a second, the 

amount of data will be massive and might lead to a crash.  

 

Who is affected?  

As this vulnerability exists in the DNS protocol it affects recursive DNS resolvers. This 

includes DNS Resolvers such as BIND, Unbound, Knot and PowerDNS. Commercial 

DNS services are affected as well.  

 

DENIC Services Anycast DNS  
Our DNS software has been updated with the according patch immediately last week. 

The patch shall prevent attackers of abusing the DNS delegation to create a massive 

amount of traffic.  

For the safety of our own DNS and the service continuity of our Anycast DNS Service 

we put high efforts in to keeping our software as safe and secure as possible. 
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